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Abstract

Identifying the nature and source of Ultra Low Frequencies (ULF) waves (f [?] 4 mHz) at discrete frequencies in the Earth’s

magnetosphere is a complex task. The challenge comes from the simultaneous occurrence of externally and internally generated

waves, and the ability to robustly identify such perturbations. Using a recently developed robust spectral analysis procedure, we

study an interval that exhibited in magnetic field measurements at geosynchronous orbit and in ground magnetic observatories

both internally supported and externally generated ULF waves. The event occurred on November 9, 2002 during the interaction

of the magnetosphere with two interplanetary shocks that were followed by a train of 90 min solar wind periodic density

structures. Using the Wang-Sheeley-Arge model, we mapped the source of this solar wind stream to an active region and a mid-

latitude coronal hole just prior to crossing the Heliospheric current sheet. In both the solar wind density and magnetospheric

field fluctuations, we separated broad power increases from enhancements at specific frequencies. For the waves at discrete

frequencies, we used the combination of satellite and ground magnetometer observations to identify differences in frequency,

polarization, and observed magnetospheric locations. The magnetospheric response was characterized by: (i) forced breathing

by periodic solar wind dynamic pressure variations below [?] 1 mHz; (ii) a combination of directly driven oscillations and wave

modes triggered by additional mechanisms (e.g., shock and interplanetary magnetic field discontinuity impact, and substorm

activity) between [?] 1 and [?] 4 mHz; and (iii) largely triggered modes above [?] 4 mHz.
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Abstract16

Identifying the nature and source of Ultra Low Frequencies (ULF) waves (f /4 mHz)17

at discrete frequencies in the Earth’s magnetosphere is a complex task. The challenge18

comes from the simultaneous occurrence of externally and internally generated waves,19

and the ability to robustly identify such perturbations. Using a recently developed ro-20

bust spectral analysis procedure, we study an interval that exhibited in magnetic field21

measurements at geosynchronous orbit and in ground magnetic observatories both in-22

ternally supported and externally generated ULF waves. The event occurred on Novem-23

ber 9, 2002 during the interaction of the magnetosphere with two interplanetary shocks24

that were followed by a train of 90 min solar wind periodic density structures. Using the25

Wang-Sheeley-Arge model, we mapped the source of this solar wind stream to an active26

region and a mid-latitude coronal hole just prior to crossing the Heliospheric current sheet.27

In both the solar wind density and magnetospheric field fluctuations, we separated broad28

power increases from enhancements at specific frequencies. For the waves at discrete fre-29

quencies, we used the combination of satellite and ground magnetometer observations30

to identify differences in frequency, polarization, and observed magnetospheric locations.31

The magnetospheric response was characterized by: (i) forced breathing by periodic so-32

lar wind dynamic pressure variations below ≈1 mHz; (ii) a combination of directly driven33

oscillations and wave modes triggered by additional mechanisms (e.g., shock and inter-34

planetary magnetic field discontinuity impact, and substorm activity) between ≈1 and35

4 mHz; and (iii) largely triggered modes above ≈4 mHz.36

Plain Language Summary37

The outflow of plasma and magnetic field from the solar atmosphere constitutes38

the solar wind. Remote sensing observations and in situ measurements have shown that39

the solar wind contains periodic proton density structures with size scales of the order40

of the Earth’s magnetosphere cavity. The increases in density due to these structures41

cause enhancements of the solar wind dynamic pressure, which drives dynamics in the42

circumterrestrial space environment. In this study, we examine a train of solar wind pe-43

riodic density structures which mapped to an active region and a mid-latitude coronal44

hole on the Sun. We confirm earlier work showing that larger periodic density structures,45

corresponding to density fluctuations at frequency lower than ≈1 mHz, directly modu-46

lated the magnetospheric field. At frequencies between ≈1 mHz and ≈4 mHz, continu-47
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ous pulsations of the magnetospheric fields are part of the so called Pc5 Ultra-Low-Frequency48

waves. Even though these waves have many generation mechanisms, for this event, we49

show that some of the waves in this frequency range were directly related to small em-50

bedded periodic density structures and an interplanetary magnetic field discontinuity at51

the boundary of one structure.52

1 Introduction53

Ultra Low Frequencies (ULF) waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere are magnetic54

field fluctuations ranging from a few mHz to Hz. They were first classified in terms of55

frequency and whether the waveforms were continuous (Pc) or irregular (Pi) (Jacobs et56

al., 1964). Pc5 ULF waves are a subset comprising continuous pulsations with frequen-57

cies in the ≈1.7–6.7 mHz band. Many generation mechanisms have been proposed to ex-58

plain their characteristics, including: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the magnetopause59

flanks (Southwood, 1974; Chen & Hasegawa, 1974); impact onto the magnetosphere of60

interplanetary shocks or pressure impulses (Allan et al., 1986; Southwood & Kivelson,61

1990; Mann et al., 1998); solar wind buffeting (Wright & Rickard, 1995); surface modes62

at the magnetopause (Plaschke & Glassmeier, 2011; Archer et al., 2013; Archer & Plaschke,63

2015; Archer et al., 2019) and the plasmapause (He et al., 2020; Nenovski, 2021); tran-64

sient ion foreshock phenomenon (Hartinger et al., 2013; B. Wang et al., 2020); and res-65

onance with injected energetic particles (Glassmeier et al., 1999; Yeoman et al., 2010;66

James et al., 2013). Some of these processes involve the coupling of fast magnetosonic67

waves with shear Alfvén waves in the field line resonance (FLR) process (Southwood,68

1974; Chen & Hasegawa, 1974) and/or cavity/waveguide modes (Kivelson & Southwood,69

1985, 1986; Samson et al., 1992; Harrold & Samson, 1992; Wright, 1994; Rickard & Wright,70

1994; Mann et al., 1999; Hartinger et al., 2012). The Pc5 waves can also result from di-71

rect driving of the magnetospheric fluctuations by solar wind periodic density structures72

(PDS). The PDSs manifest in the solar wind as density fluctuations at frequencies typ-73

ically below 4.0 mHz. At nominal solar wind speeds, the PDSs correspond to structures74

with size scales of the order of the Earth’s magnetosphere (Kepko et al., 2020). The re-75

sultant directly driven ULF waves, observed in the magnetosphere and at ground, oc-76

cur at similar frequencies falling within and extending beyond the Pc5 band (Kepko et77

al., 2002; Kepko & Spence, 2003; Stephenson & Walker, 2002; Viall et al., 2009; Hartinger78

et al., 2014; Villante et al., 2016; Birch & Hargreaves, 2020).79
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Structures in the solar wind can be either injected remnants of solar corona pro-80

cesses or locally generated in situ by dynamical process en route to the observation point81

(Viall et al., 2021; Borovsky, 2021). Many statistical and case studies have shown that82

the solar wind at 1 AU contains periodic proton density structures at length scales that83

occur more often than others (Kepko et al., 2020, and references therein). In the rest frame84

of a spacecraft or Earth, the structure’s length scale (L) and the solar wind velocity (v)85

determine the apparent frequency of the density fluctuations (f = v/L). These peri-86

odic density structures have been observed both in remote and in situ data. Viall and87

Vourlidas (2015) found that PDSs are created at the Sun as the solar wind is formed and88

exhibit a typical periodicity of ≈90 minutes (Viall et al., 2010). Their signatures have89

been observed at 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 AU using in situ data from Helios 1 and Helios 2 (Di Mat-90

teo et al., 2019) as well as at 1 AU (Kepko et al., 2016) and beyond (Birch & Hargreaves,91

2021). These events are consistent with recent simulations showing that the tearing in-92

stability and magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer can release coro-93

nal plasma in “bunches” with typical periodicity of ≈80 minutes (Réville et al., 2020).94

Nevertheless, the PDSs are not limited to the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), but they95

constitute a fair portion of the fast solar wind and can occur in up to 80% of the slow96

solar wind at 1 AU (Viall et al., 2008; Kepko et al., 2020).97

Pc5 waves can also manifest at sets of discrete frequencies. Originally, Samson et98

al. (1991, 1992), Ruohoniemi et al. (1991), and Walker et al. (1992), identified in the north-99

ern auroral region oscillations at f ≈1.3, ≈1.9, ≈2.6–2.7, and ≈3.2–3.4 mHz in the F100

region drift velocities (Goose Bay Radar) and in the geomagnetic field components from101

the Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program Unified Study (CANOPUS) mag-102

netometer array. These modes were interpreted in terms of FLRs driven by waveguide/cavity103

modes of the magnetosphere, possibly excited by solar wind dynamic pressure pulses or104

the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the magnetopause. However, statistical surveys at105

the same site found that the proposed set of discrete frequencies were not particularly106

distinguished from other repeated frequencies (Ziesolleck & McDiarmid, 1995; G. J. Baker107

et al., 2003). Nevertheless, analysis at other sites reported similar sets of repeated fre-108

quencies (Provan & Yeoman, 1997; Chisham & Orr, 1997; Mathie et al., 1999; Francia109

& Villante, 1997; Francia et al., 2005; Norouzi-Sedeh et al., 2015; Villante et al., 2001;110

Villante et al., 2016). One of the major challenges in the study of this phenomena comes111

from the ability to robustly identify such discrete oscillations, since the use of different112
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analysis techniques and selection criteria can lead to the identification of different sets113

of discrete frequencies (Di Matteo & Villante, 2017, 2018).114

Recently, surface wave modes have been linked to ULF waves at discrete frequen-115

cies at the magnetopause and the plasmapause. He et al. (2020) showed that MHD sur-116

face waves at ≈1.4 and ≈2.2 mHz supported by the plasmapause are observed at ground117

observatories. Archer et al. (2019) identified signatures of magnetopause surface modes118

at ≈1.7–1.8 and ≈3.3 mHz in satellite observations accompanied by some evidence of fluc-119

tuations at ≈3.5±0.2 mHz in ground magnetometer. Note that magnetopause surface120

eigenmodes can also drive waves at frequency below the Pc5 band (Plaschke et al., 2009;121

Archer et al., 2013). Although this observational evidence supports the surface wave mode122

hypothesis, their signatures at ground observatories is still unclear. Long lasting Pc5 waves123

at high latitude are unlikely to be signatures of surface mode waves (Pilipenko et al., 2017;124

Pilipenko et al., 2018), while short lived ones have similar signatures to heavily damped125

Alfvénic oscillations of the last closed field lines (Kozyreva et al., 2019). While MHD sur-126

face modes on one plasma boundary appear to be localized at ground (He et al., 2020),127

surface modes common to two plasma boundaries, i.e. the magnetopause and the plasma-128

pause, have been suggested as possible mechanism for global ULF waves at several dis-129

crete frequencies below ≈4 mHz (Nenovski et al., 2007). However, the persistence of these130

surface modes depends on the conditions of the magnetosphere and their source (Nenovski,131

2021).132

Each source of ULF oscillations has different characteristics, and we lack a conclu-133

sive explanation for the simultaneous appearance at high, mid and low latitudes of ULF134

waves at several discrete frequencies below ≈4 mHz. One possible reason could be the135

intrinsic simultaneous occurrence of many generation mechanisms. Previous analysis in-136

vestigating the role of PDSs in the generation of ULF waves were focused on the one-137

to-one correspondence between solar wind density and global magnetospheric field fluc-138

tuations at specific frequencies. However, while magnetospheric field fluctuations at the139

longer time scales (i.e., with frequencies below ≈1 mHz) can be treated as quasi-static140

modulation of the magnetosphere by the slowly varying solar wind dynamic pressure,141

oscillations between ≈1 mHz and ≈4 mHz are associated with structures of size scales142

on the same order of the Earth’s magnetosphere cavity. Therefore, the chain of inter-143

action between smaller PDSs might involve multiple additional magnetosphere responses.144

Takahashi and Ukhorskiy (2007) suggested three different solar wind/magnetosphere cou-145
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pling processes in the generation of ULF waves controlled by dynamic pressure fluctu-146

ations: (1) compressing and relaxing the magnetospheric cavity in a “forced breathing”147

mode; (2) controlling the position of the magnetopause, and thereby the amplitude of148

waves observed in the magnetosphere created by magnetopause surface waves; (3) buf-149

feting of the magnetosphere that generates fast magnetosonic waves which then couple150

to toroidal standing Alfvén waves. As a step forward a better understanding of these pro-151

cesses, we investigate in detail the properties of ULF waves occurring on November 9th,152

2002, during the interaction of the magnetosphere with a complex interplanetary struc-153

ture, characterized by two consecutive interplanetary shocks followed by PDSs. First,154

we analyzed observations of the solar wind and identified the stream source on the Sun.155

Then, we used observations from geostationary satellites and ground magnetometer to156

characterize the magnetopheric ULF wave activity and some of the resultant effects on157

the radiation belt electrons.158

2 Data and Methods159

We used solar wind density measurements from the Solar Wind Experiment instru-160

ment (SWE; Ogilvie et al., 1995) and interplanetary magnetic field from the Magnetic161

Field Instrument (MFI; Lepping et al., 1995) onboard the Wind spacecraft. We consid-162

ered the solar wind proton (np) and alpha (nα) number density; their ratio (nα/np), the163

solar wind speed (v) and dynamic pressure (Dp); the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)164

intensity (B) and its direction through ΘB = arcsin(Bz/B) and ΦB = arctan(By/Bx)165

in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system; the thermal pressure166

(pT , including measured α and electrons), the magnetic pressure (pB), and the total pres-167

sure (ptot); and the plasma beta value (β = ptot/pB). We also used the Wang-Sheeley-168

Arge (WSA) model (Arge & Pizzo, 2000; Arge et al., 2003, 2004) to estimate the source169

region of the solar wind stream. WSA couples two magnetostatic potential-field type mod-170

els (Altschuler & Newkirk, 1969) to derive the Sun’s coronal magnetic field from 1 - 5171

solar radii (R�). The location of Wind is then projected back to the outer coronal bound-172

ary of the model at 5 R�, and matched with the corresponding endpoints of the coro-173

nal magnetic field lines. The model then propagates individual solar wind parcels from174

the endpoints of those field lines out to 1 AU to determine the time of arrival of the so-175

lar wind at Wind. Thus, the field lines and solar wind stream observed at Wind can be176

traced back to 1 R� to reveal the sources of the solar wind. We derived coronal mag-177
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netic field solutions for this study using synchronic photospheric field maps generated178

by the the Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux Transport (ADAPT) model179

(Arge et al., 2010, 2011, 2013; Hickmann et al., 2015), using observations from the Kitt180

Peak Vacuum Telescope (KPVT: Jones et al., 1992). For more details on this method-181

ology, see Wallace et al. (2020).182

We investigated the response of the magnetosphere using the averaged one-minute183

magnetospheric field observations in the ENP coordinate system at geostationary orbit184

from the fluxgate magnetometers (MAG; Singer et al., 1996) onboard the Geostation-185

ary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES), specifically from GOES 8 and GOES186

10. The Hp component is perpendicular to the satellite orbit and directed northward;187

the Hn component is along the satellite trajectory and positive eastward, the He com-188

ponent completes the triad and is directed earthward. Given the position of the satel-189

lites, the three components can be interpreted respectively as the compressional, toroidal,190

and poloidal component of the magnetospheric field.191

We complemented these observations with magnetic field measurements at all ground192

magnetic observatories available from the SuperMAG collaboration, listed in the Sup-193

porting Information. We used the 60 s resolution vector magnetic field in the NEZ co-194

ordinate system where BN is directed toward magnetic north, BE toward magnetic east,195

and BZ is vertically down. The daily variations and yearly trend determined by the Gjerloev196

(2012) algorithm were subtracted from each component. To monitor the magnetospheric197

conditions we collected the sym-H and AE indices.198

We investigated the energetic particle response using measurements from the Los199

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzer (SOPA) de-200

tector (Belian et al., 1992) and Energy Spectrometer for Particles (ESP) instrument (Meier201

et al., 1996) on board LANL–01A (LT=UT+00:31), LANL–02A (LT=UT+04:42), LANL–202

97A (LT=UT+06:55), 1994–084 (LT=UT+09:43), 1991–080 (LT=UT-11:02), and 1990–095203

(LT=UT-02:34) satellites. We considered the one-minute electron particle flux data, av-204

eraged for six ≈10 second data accumulation cycles, for 15 differential electron channels:205

nine from the SOPA detector (51–77, 77–107, 107–151, 151–226, 226–316, 316–500, 500–206

750, 750–1090, 1090–1540 keV) and six from the ESP instrument (0.7–1.8, 1.8–2.2, 2.2–207

2.7, 2.7–3.5, 3.5–4.5, 4.5–6.0 MeV).208
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In order to identify ULF fluctuations in the time series, we use the spectral anal-209

ysis procedure described in Di Matteo et al. (2021). Briefly, we used the statistical prop-210

erties of the adaptive multitaper (MTM; Thomson, 1982) power spectral density (PSD)211

estimates to perform the maximum likelihood fitting of PSD background models and de-212

termine the confidence thresholds for PSD outliers (γ test). In this work, we tested power213

law and bending power law models on the raw and bin-smoothed PSD (Di Matteo et al.,214

2021). The results are combined with the harmonic F test, an additional statistical test215

deriving from a complex-valued regression analysis, searching for F value peaks at fre-216

quencies within the PSD enhancements (γ+F test). Note that in case of rapid evolution217

of the periodicity (on timescales smaller than the window in analysis) or the occurrence218

of multiple signals at frequencies within a power enhancement, the F test can identify219

multiple peaks (Di Matteo & Villante, 2017). For all the observations, we evaluated the220

dynamic spectrum and F-test values considering linear detrended time series from a ≈91221

minutes sliding window. We applied the MTM with time-halfbandwidth product NW =222

3 and number of tapers K = 4, selecting peaks in the PSD and the F test above the223

90% confidence level. While the use of a single selection criteria would result in a false224

positive rate of 10%, the combined amplitude+F-test provides false positive rates lower225

than 2%, as demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulation of synthetic time series (Di Mat-226

teo et al., 2021). However, due to border effects, this is valid only in a restricted frequency227

range away from the frequency bounds, namely [2NWfRay, fNy − 2NWfRay], where228

∆t is the sampling time, fNy = 1/2∆t is the Nyquist frequency, and fRay = 1/N∆t229

is the Rayleigh frequency.230

We interpolated the Wind observations to the average sampling time for the in-231

terval of interest, ≈97 seconds, corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of fNy ≈5.2 mHz.232

We performed the spectral analysis on linearly detrended data in a sliding window of 57233

points, that is ≈91 minutes, corresponding to a Rayleigh frequency of fRay ≈0.18 mHz.234

To avoid border effects, we focused on the frequency range between ≈1.1 mHz and ≈4.1 mHz.235

For the spectral analysis of the one-minute GOES observations at the geostationary or-236

bit, we considered a sliding 91 point window. With a cadence of ≈60 seconds, the Nyquist237

frequency was fNy ≈8.3 mHz and the nominal frequency range unaltered by border ef-238

fects is ≈1.1–7.2 mHz. At each step, we used the mean field evaluated on the entire in-239

terval to rotate the three components of the magnetic field into the Mean Field Aligned240

(MFA) coordinate system (Takahashi et al., 1990) and avoid spurious effects from the241
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rotation procedure (Di Matteo & Villante, 2018). For each interval, we then removed the242

linear trend from the data before performing the spectral analysis.243

We also investigated the polarization pattern of the detected waves using obser-244

vations at ground stations. We performed a multitaper cross-spectral analysis between245

the BN and BE components (NW = 3 and K = 4 as above) and applied the tech-246

nique for partially polarized waves (Fowler et al., 1967). For waves at which the ratio247

between the polarized and total intensity of the horizontal signal was greater than 0.8,248

we estimated the azimuthal wave angle, formed by the major axis of the polarization el-249

lipse and the northward direction, and the ellipticity, ε, that is the ratio between the mi-250

nor and major axes of the polarization ellipse. Looking along the direction of the mag-251

netic field, a positive ellipticity value corresponds to right-hand sense of rotation, while252

a negative value corresponds to left-hand sense of rotation. Here, we considered a wave253

right-handed if ε > 0.2, left-handed if ε < −0.2, and linearly polarized otherwise. We254

also estimated the azimuthal wave number, m, from ground observatories in which a wave255

at a specific frequency was detected. We selected the station pairs separated by less than256

1.5◦ in latitude and between 5◦ and 30◦ in longitude. Then, the azimuthal wave num-257

ber is estimated as m = ∆ϕ/∆Φ with uncertainty ∆m = 360∆t/(T∆φ) in which ∆ϕ258

is the phase difference of signals along one magnetic component between stations pairs,259

∆Φ the stations longitudinal separation, ∆t is the timing error considered as half the260

sampling time (30 s), and T is the period of the wave under investigation (Mathie & Mann,261

2000). We estimated m along the BN component for ground observatory pair below 60◦,262

to avoid possible phase differences due to FLRs, and along the BE component for ground263

observatory pair below 70◦.264

3 Event overview265

On November 9–10, 2002, a complex interplanetary structure impacted the mag-266

netosphere. Figure 1 shows the solar wind parameters as observed by the Wind space-267

craft located at XGSE=96.7 Re, YGSE=–29.7 Re, and ZGSE=5.5 Re. Two consecutive268

interplanetary shocks (red dashed lines) were observed on November 9, 2002. The first269

shock (S1) at ≈17:24 UT was characterized by a moderate jump in proton density (∆np ≈5.3 cm−3),270

solar wind velocity (∆v ≈18.2 km/s), magnetic field intensity (∆B ≈2.3 nT), and dy-271

namic pressure (∆Dp ≈1.3 nPa). From the Interplanetary Shock Database by the Harvard-272

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/shocks), according273
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to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, this discontinuity was a fast forward shock moving274

with a speed of vsh1 ≈381 km/s in the direction Φsh1,GSE ≈173.5◦ and Θsh1,GSE ≈−0.3◦.275

Following S1, all the solar wind parameters remained almost constant with no large am-276

plitude fluctuations up to the transit of the second shock (S2) at ≈18:27 UT when we277

observed a jump in proton density (∆np ≈13.4 cm−3), solar wind velocity (∆v ≈36.5 km/s),278

magnetic field intensity (∆B ≈4.0 nT), and dynamic pressure (∆Dp ≈5.8 nPa) of larger279

amplitude with respect to S1. According to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, this was a280

fast forward shock moving with a speed of vsh2 ≈425 km/s in the direction Φsh2,GSE ≈181.5◦281

and Θsh2,GSE ≈−11.3◦.282

After ≈82 minutes from S2, Wind observed strong fluctuations in nα/np for ≈6 h,283

bounded by rapid variations of the magnetic field direction detected at ≈19:49 UT on284

November 9 and at ≈01:48 UT on November 10 (vertical black dashed lines). The so-285

lar wind velocity was ≈398 km/s and showed very small variations. Within this time in-286

terval we identified five np enhancements, delimited by the vertical dotted lines. Apply-287

ing our spectral analysis procedure on the density observation for the entire interval, we288

identified a periodicity at ≈0.16–0.21 mHz (≈80–100 min) confirming the quasi-periodic289

nature of these structures (Viall & Vourlidas, 2015; Kepko et al., 2016; Di Matteo et al.,290

2019). This paper focuses on the substructures and periodicities within each of these larger291

structures which hereby we refer to as: PDS I from ≈19:49 UT to ≈21:19 UT (≈90 min);292

PDS II to ≈22:43 UT (≈84 min); PDS III to ≈00:10 UT (≈87 min); PDS IV to ≈00:51293

UT (≈41 min); PDS V to ≈01:46 UT (≈57 min).294

The PDS I exhibited a peak of ≈35.4 cm−3, associated with an increase in nα peak-295

ing at ≈1.44 cm−3 with a consequent nα/np of ≈0.04. At the same time, Wind observed296

a dip in the magnetic field intensity and increase of the plasma beta (β ≈1.8). In panel297

g, the anti-correlation between the thermal and magnetic pressure were associated with298

very low variations of the total pressure indicating that this solar wind parcel was in pres-299

sure balance. Between PDSs I and II, the IMF slightly turned southward while nα/np300

fluctuated around 0.038. The PDS II was characterized by smaller scale density fluctu-301

ations whose boundaries were related to rapid variation of the IMF direction (mostly ΘB).302

Variations in np and nα/np were correlated and peak values were associated with β ≈1.303

The substructures were in pressure balance, as evident from the almost constant total304

pressure, except at ≈22:21 UT when Wind observed a pulse in the total pressure, asso-305

ciated with a jump in the IMF intensity, at the boundary between two consecutive sub-306
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structures. The PDS III exhibited np fluctuations at smaller scales as well. After an ini-307

tial density enhancement during which the IMF turned northward and the plasma β peaked308

at unity, Wind observed a large increase in nα/np reaching values as high as ≈0.10. The309

PDS IV, confined by strong dips in np, showed similar small scales fluctuations in np and310

nα. During this interval, the solar wind velocity and IMF intensity manifested a stronger311

variation with respect to the surrounding plasma, but the almost constant total pres-312

sure indicated that the structure was in pressure balance. The PDS V was also charac-313

terized by very similar fluctuations in np and nα. In addition, the first density increase314

was associated with a southward IMF and β ≈1. Following the periodic density struc-315

tures, the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field changed marking the beginning316

of the spacecraft transit through the HCS. Starting from a sharp rotation of the IMF317

on November 10 at ≈02:28 UT (vertical green dash-dotted line), we noted an increase318

in np, a decrease of the solar wind velocity, stronger dips in the IMF intensity, an increase319

in the total pressure, and plasma β close to or greater than one.320

We also used the WSA model to identify the source region of this solar wind stream,321

shown in Figure 2a. This event occurred during Carrington rotation (CR) 1996 (≈3 Novem-322

ber - 30 November, 2002). In Figure 2, the projection of Wind’s location at 5 R� is rep-323

resented by the white/red cross hairs. The dates in Figure 2 correspond to when the so-324

lar wind left the Sun as opposed to when it arrived at Wind. The source regions of the325

solar wind observed at Wind is determined by tracing the WSA solution from 5 R� to326

1 R� (black/yellow lines in Figure 2a–b respectively). According to the model solution,327

this solar wind stream left the Sun on ≈6 November, 2002, emerging from an active re-328

gion and a mid-latitude coronal hole of positive polarity (≈16◦ Carrington longitude)329

up until Wind crosses the HCS (≈320◦ Carrington longitude). After the HCS (yellow330

line in Figure 2c) crossing, the solar wind emerged from another active region and mid-331

latitude coronal hole (negative polarity) extending from the northern polar coronal hole332

(≈285◦ Carrington longitude). The WSA model-derived IMF polarity and solar wind333

speed matched well with that observed at Wind, giving us high confidence in the source334

region identification.335

We investigated the magnetospheric response at geostationary orbit using the mag-336

netic field components as observed by GOES8 and GOES10 in the ENP coordinate sys-337

tem (Figure 3). Note that we removed the contribute of the long-term variations by sub-338

tracting the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF; Thébault et al., 2015)339
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at the satellite position. Based on Wind observations, the two interplanetary shocks were340

expected to impact the magnetosphere respectively after ≈28 and ≈24 minutes, that is341

at ≈17:52 UT and ≈18:51 UT. The corresponding Sudden Impulses (SI) were clearly ob-342

served at the geostationary orbit along the Hp component at ≈17:49 UT (GOES10 at343

≈8:49 LT and GOES8 at ≈12:49 LT) and ≈18:48 UT (GOES10 at ≈9:48 LT and GOES8344

at ≈13:48 LT), after ≈25 min and ≈21 min, in both cases three minutes before the ex-345

pected time of impact. In Figure 3, we compared these observations with the prediction346

of the T04 model (Tsyganenko & Sitnov, 2005) based on the Wind observations consid-347

ering the contribute of the magnetopause current only (T04MC ; red lines) and all the348

currents system (T04all; blue lines). At both GOES satellites, the observed SIs are con-349

sistent with the ones expected for changes of the magnetopause current alone (Villante350

& Piersanti, 2008). The ground response at mid latitude magnetic observatories, rep-351

resented by the sym-H index (Figure 1i), showed the SIs at ≈17:51 UT and ≈18:50 UT,352

respectively, two minutes after the observations at the geostationary orbit. At higher lat-353

itudes, after additional three minutes, we observed a short amplification of the auroral354

electrojet as two peaks in the AE index (Figure 1j) of ≈94 nT and ≈150 nT at ≈17:54355

UT and ≈18:53 UT.356

After the impact of S2, the ≈ 90 minutes PDSs directly drove magnetospheric field357

fluctuations at the geostationary orbit along the Hp component. The observations of GOES8358

and GOES10, in the dayside region, were well represented by the T04MC model even at359

the smaller time scales. The observations deviate from the T04MC model prediction, due360

to the effects of the tail and ring current, progressively from the end of the interaction361

with the PDS I for GOES8 at ≈21:44 UT (≈16:44 LT) and the PDS II for GOES10 at362

≈23:08 UT (≈14:08 LT). Nevertheless, the small-scale variations continued to correspond363

well with the T04MC model. Therefore, the PDSs were associated with solar wind dy-364

namic pressure variations which directly drove magnetospheric field fluctuations in the365

Pc5 frequency range. At mid and low latitude ground observatories, the magnetic field366

along the north-south direction, represented by the sym-H index showed in Figure 1i,367

closely follow the variation of the solar wind dynamic pressure (red line), approximately368

until the end of the interaction with the PDS II, similarly to GOES10. The AE index369

remained low for three hours after the impact of S2 but started to increase, reaching a370

maximum of ≈350 nT, following a short period of southward interplanetary magnetic field371

(Figure 1e).372
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4 Spectral analysis of solar wind and magnetospheric field fluctuations373

At geostationary orbit, in addition to the fluctuations that were directly correlated374

with changes in the solar wind, there were also evident fluctuations along the He and375

Hn component for both GOES satellites with no counterpart in the solar wind. There-376

fore, to better characterize the fluctuations in the Pc5 frequency range in the solar wind377

and in the magnetosphere, we performed a spectral analysis according to a novel pro-378

cedure based on the multitaper method (Di Matteo et al., 2020; Di Matteo et al., 2021)379

that is able to separate the continuous portion of the power spectral density from nar-380

row and broad enhancements due to wave activity.381

Figure 4 shows the spectral analysis results for the solar wind proton density and382

dynamic pressure. For each parameter we show the time series, the dynamic spectrum,383

the estimated background spectrum, and their ratio, termed γ statistic. In each panel,384

the horizontal red lines delimit the frequency range free from higher rates of false pos-385

itives (see section 2), while the vertical lines are the same as in Figure 1. The solar wind386

velocity showed little variation during this time interval so that the dynamic pressure387

variations are entirely due to the solar wind density. This is confirmed by the practically388

identical results for the two parameters showed in Figure 4. An isolated power enhance-389

ment between ≈21:46 UT and ≈22:44 UT, centered at ≈2.6 mHz, passed the 90% con-390

fidence threshold of the γ test (red dots in bottom panels). Within the same time in-391

terval, the F-test (green dots) further distinguished two signals at ≈2.5 mHz and ≈2.7 mHz,392

respectively around ≈22:05 UT and ≈22:39 UT.393

Figure 5 shows the spectral analysis results for the compressional (Bµ), toroidal394

(Bφ), and poloidal (Bν) magnetic field component at GOES8 with the same format used395

for the solar wind parameters. In the following, we refer to the results from the γ+F test396

(green dots in bottom panels) unless otherwise noted. After the impact of the second397

interplanetary shock, we observed a clear wave at ≈ 1.6 mHz along Bµ, less evident along398

Bν . At the impact of the PDS I, we identified waves at ≈2.3 mHz and ≈4.5 mHz along399

Bφ and at ≈3.6 mHz along Bν . At the PDS II, the γ test revealed a clear power peak400

centered at ≈2.6 mHz along Bφ. The Bν component shows similar results but with the401

γ+F test marking three frequencies at ≈2.5, ≈3.0, and ≈3.4 mHz at the boundary with402

the PDS III. During the impact of the PDSs III-IV-V, we observed a broad power en-403

hancement centered at ≈2.5 mHz, more evident for the Bφ component. The F test se-404
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lected a wave at ≈1.9 mHz along both the Bµ and Bφ components and at ≈2.4 mHz along405

Bφ and Bν . At higher frequencies, we observed a clear wave activity lasting from the be-406

ginning of the time interval to ≈23:50 UT (≈18:50 LT). The wave frequency decreased407

from ≈6.2 mHz to ≈5.2 mHz before the first SI, smoothly for Bµ and Bν and in a more408

step-like manner for Bφ. Between the two SIs, we continuously observed the wave at ≈5.2 mHz409

along Bφ and Bν . After the second SI, the wave frequency jumped to ≈6.4 mHz and ap-410

peared stronger on the Bµ and Bν components. After the impact of the first PDS, the411

wave frequency varied seemingly following the solar wind dynamic pressure variations.412

We repeated the spectral analysis in the same format for GOES10 (Figure 6). Af-413

ter the impact of the second interplanetary shock, we observed a clear wave at ≈1.6 mHz414

along Bµ lasting for about one hour. Then, during the impact of the PDS I, we observed415

fluctuations at ≈2.4 mHz and ≈2.7 mHz, respectively at the beginning and the end of416

the interval. The latter persisted through the interaction with the PDS II and was de-417

tected also along Bφ and Bν . During the interaction with the PDSs III-IV-V, we observed418

a clear broad power enhancement between 1 and 2 mHz along Bµ and Bν correspond-419

ing to a portion of the time series that clearly resemble the solar wind dynamic pressure420

profile. However, the γ+F test (green dots in the bottom panels) selected a wave only421

along the Bµ component at ≈1.9 mHz. Along Bφ and Bν instead the γ+F test revealed422

evidence of a wave at ≈3.2 mHz. At higher frequency, there was no clear correspondence423

with the wave observed at GOES8. We identified only short power enhancements at ≈5.6 mHz424

on Bµ and ≈5.9 mHz on Bφ before the first SI; at ≈6.2 mHz on Bµ during the PDSs I425

and IV; and at ≈6.5 mHz Bν between the PDSs II and III. Note that, unlike the obser-426

vations at GOES8, the power peaks centered at the SIs are isolated and can be artifacts427

due to the jump in the time series. Finally, we noted a possible strong wave activity at428

frequency above ≈7.0 mHz, mostly along Bν . However, this interval is outside the reli-429

able frequency range of our methodology.430

5 Response at ground magnetometers431

We continued our analysis considering the one–minute magnetic field measurements432

from 181 ground observatories available from the SuperMAG collaboration. Using the433

same parameters as in the previous section, we applied our spectral analysis procedure434

on the BN and BE magnetic field components. For each observatory, we collected the435

portion of the dynamic spectrum passing the γ test and the γ+F test at the 90% con-436
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fidence level. We show the results of the spectral analysis in Figure 7 for both the BN437

(left panels) and BE (right panels) component at stations divided into three groups by438

magnetic latitude: high (λ >60◦, panel a and d), mid (30◦< λ <60◦, panel b and e),439

and low latitude (λ <30◦, panel c and f). The color scale indicates the percentage of440

stations that detected a wave at a specific frequency and time according to the γ test441

and the γ+F test. We noted that the γ test results spread over a wider frequency range,442

especially at higher latitudes; however, the combination with the F-test drastically re-443

duce this effect allowing a finer analysis. Therefore, in the following discussion, the re-444

sults pertain the outcome of the γ+F test, unless otherwise noted. In addition, to bet-445

ter present the global response at ground for each time interval, we show in Figure 8-446

11 a stack-plot for the BN (black) and BE (red) component at selected ground obser-447

vatories in four magnetic longitude (Φ) sectors. In each Figure, we also show a qualita-448

tive representation of the global power distribution for BN and BE relative to a ≈91 min449

interval centered at specific times. We integrated the power spectral densities over a fre-450

quency range derived extending the frequencies identified by ≈0.27 mHz on both sides.451

Then, we interpolated the scattered power values to a regular grid using the Kriging method452

(Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989). In each map, the grey dots represent the ground observa-453

tories position; the white and black dots indicate respectively the stations for which the454

γ and the γ+F test passed the 90% confidence threshold in any moment between 10 min-455

utes before and after the map time. For context, we also included the auroral zones po-456

sition (Holzworth & Meng, 1975). In the next 4 sections, we describe the entire response457

of the magnetosphere as a function of time, separated by the larger solar wind features.458

5.1 ULF wave response to the impact of S1 and S2: 17:45-19:50 UT459

At ground (Figure 8a), we observed globally the clear signature of the shocks im-460

pact as a SI at mid and low latitude and a double pulse at high latitude (Araki, 1994;461

Piersanti & Villante, 2016). The short length of the time interval between the two SIs462

prevented a robust spectral analysis since it would be affected by the jumps in the time463

series. However, the stack-plot of the ground magnetic field in Figure 8a show, after the464

impact of S1, a strongly damped ULF wave (C. Wang et al., 2015) at ≈1.9 mHz along465

the BN component approximately in the ≈10:00-20:00 MLT sector at 66◦. |λ| <.74◦.466

Fluctuations at ≈3 mHz occurred in the ≈14:45-15:45 MLT sector at 65◦. |λ| .76◦.467

No clear wave response was observed at mid and low latitudes.468
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After the second SI (Figure 7), we detected waves at ≈1.5 mHz along the BN com-469

ponent at low and mid latitude stations, while at high latitude we obtained lower rates470

in both BN and BE . At high latitude stations, we detected waves at ≈3.7 and ≈4.6 mHz471

with higher rates along the BE component; some trace of the ≈3.7 mHz wave was retained472

at mid latitudes, while we found no evidence at low latitudes. The response is better rep-473

resented in the global distribution of power centered at ≈19:52 UT in Figure 8b for BN474

(left) and BE (right). Along the BN component, the waves at ≈1.5 mHz were evident475

at all latitudes below the auroral zones in the ≈0–6 MLT sector and at latitudes between476

≈−50◦ and ≈50◦ and along the auroral zones in the remaining MLT sector. Along the477

BE component the results are sparse with some evidence along the auroral oval latitudes478

and at low latitudes in the night-side sector. The wave at ≈3.7 mHz was evident at lat-479

itudes between ≈60◦ and ≈70◦ at all MLT along BN , and for MLT>12 along BE . We480

also found some evidence at lower latitude at ≈12 MLT and ≈21 MLT. In the southern481

hemisphere we found clear evidence of the ≈3.7 mHz wave along BE between the B12482

and B18 ground stations, as can be also seen in the corresponding time series in Figure483

8a. The wave at ≈4.6 mHz was detected along the BN component in the ≈7-12 MLT484

sector at latitudes between ≈50◦ and ≈65◦, and in the ≈12–16 MLT above ≈70◦. Along485

the BE component the wave is observed mostly for MLT>10 down to latitude of ≈50◦.486

Note that sparse detection at latitudes |λ| <30◦ associated with low power (dark blue487

areas in Figure 8b) are likely false positives. In summary, the magnetosphere exhibited488

different distributions and persistence of ULF wave response to the two shocks.489

5.2 Response to the PDS I: 19:50-22:00 UT490

Immediately after the impact on the magnetosphere of the IMF discontinuity mark-491

ing the beginning of the PDS I (first black dashed line in Figure 7), we observed waves492

at ≈2.3 and ≈3.4 mHz. The former suddenly jumped to ≈2.6 mHz in correspondence with493

an increase of the solar wind dynamic pressure, while the latter rose gradually reaching494

≈3.7 mHz. These signatures were evident at high latitudes stations on both magnetic495

field components; at mid latitudes we detected the same waves but with higher rates for496

the ≈ 3.4/3.7 mHz, especially along the BE component. At low latitudes, the waves were497

mostly detected along the BE component; along the BN component we observed some498

relevant signature only at ≈3.7 mHz in the second half of the interval.499
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At low and mid latitude stations, there is a high correlation with the solar wind500

density for all MLTs (Figure 9a), while at high latitude stations and in the dusk sector501

we observed clear additional fluctuations. As with the previous interval, we show a global502

map of the waves power distribution and occurrence at ground for ≈91 min intervals cen-503

tered at ≈20:30 UT (Figure 9b) and ≈21:20 UT (Figure 9c). The wave at ≈3.4 mHz man-504

ifested along the BE component encompassing more ground observatories at mid lati-505

tude. On the other hand, along the BN component we detected wave activity at mid and506

high latitude stations, mostly between 12 MLT and 24 MLT in the north hemisphere,507

and at all latitudes below the auroral oval between 15 MLT and 18 MLT in the south508

hemisphere. In the second half of the interval, the ≈2.3 mHz wave was replaced by one509

at ≈2.6 mHz, which manifested similar properties, while the ≈3.4 mHz slightly rose to510

≈3.7 mHz. Comparing Figure 9c with Figure 9b, the ≈2.6 mHz wave along the BN com-511

ponent faded at mid and low latitude, while persisted and intensified at high latitude.512

Along the BE component the wave occurred at a lower number of stations at high lat-513

itude and at a higher number at mid and low latitude in the dayside sector. For the ≈3.7 mHz514

wave, there was an overall increase in the number of observatories detecting the waves,515

mostly confined in the afternoon sector.516

5.3 Response to the PDS II: 22:00-23:30 UT517

At the interaction with the PDS II, the wave at ≈3.7 mHz gradually faded every-518

where while the one at ≈2.6 mHz persisted at high latitudes mostly along the BN com-519

ponent (Figure 7a). In Figure 10b, we show that there is clear similarity with the results520

in Figure 9c, but with lower occurrence at mid and low latitude ground observatories.521

Later, the solar wind parcel showing clear PDSs at ≈2.6 mHz impacted on the magne-522

tosphere. The γ test results revealed a clear power spectrum enhancement in the ≈ 2.2−523

2.6 mHz frequency range at mid and low latitudes, involving almost all ground obser-524

vatories, while at high latitudes the selected frequencies spread over a wider range. On525

the other hand, within the same interval the γ+F test selected waves at ≈2.6 mHz and526

≈3.1 mHz, with the latter more evident at high latitudes stations. The occurrence of a527

strong broad power spectrum enhancement associated with multiple peaks in the F test528

is an expected results in case of multiple signals with frequency separation smaller than529

the width of the main lobe of the spectral window (Di Matteo & Villante, 2017). Our530

methodology allows the clear distinction of waves at frequency separated by more than531
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half-width of the main lobe, that is ≈0.55 mHz based on the choice of the spectral anal-532

ysis parameters. The occurrence of these short periods with two selected waves might533

correspond to the time in which our technique was able to resolve them. Note that at534

the same time the interplanetary magnetic field turn southward and the AE index reached535

is maximum marking a substorm. This additional activity manifested in the ground ULF536

waves power distribution in Figure 10c as an intensification at high latitude. Even though537

our interpolation method is qualitative, the areas with enough ground observatories show538

that the wave power along the BN component is confined in the auroral zones, closer to539

the equatorward boundary. Nevertheless, the PDSs directly drove a global ULF wave540

mode at ≈2.6 mHz. The associated fluctuations are clearly visible at all latitudes at the541

center of the time series, showed in Figure 10a, and are detected along both BN and BE542

(Figure 10c). Note that the directly driven wave was evident even in presence of ongo-543

ing wave activity at similar frequency (e.g., from GIM to BLC), substorm activity (e.g.,544

from LOZ to SOR), and in polar cap stations (De Lauretis et al., 2016). The wave at545

≈3.1 mHz remained confined in the afternoon sector mostly at mid and high latitude,546

similarly to the higher frequency counterpart in the previous intervals. At the bound-547

ary between the PDS II and III, between 23:09 UT and 23:19 UT, the waves frequency548

moved toward slightly lower frequencies at ≈2.4 mHz and ≈2.9 mHz, but retained the549

same properties.550

5.4 Response to the PDSs III-IV-V: 23:30-02:00 UT551

During the interaction of the PDS III-IV-V (Figure 7), we identified a wave at ≈552

1.8 mHz at mid and low latitudes on both magnetic field components. Moving at higher553

frequency, we noticed waves localized at mid latitude stations at ≈ 2.4 mHz along the554

BE component, better recognized in the γ test, and at ≈ 3.1 mHz along the BN com-555

ponent. Finally, we identified high occurrence rates at ≈4.9 mHz at low and mid lati-556

tude stations along the BN component. The time series of the magnetic field at ground557

in Figure 11a show the resemblance with the solar wind density profile at mid and low558

latitude stations. While the density variations in the solar wind are sharp and determined559

an overall power enhancement in the dynamic spectrum up to ≈2 mHz (Figure 4), at ground560

the response is smoother and resulted in the global oscillations at ≈1.8 mHz. The cor-561

responding integrated wave power distribution, for a ≈91 min interval centered at ≈01:03562

UT on November 10th (Figure 11b), was higher than the previous intervals due to the563
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substorm activity. Interestingly, the power along the BN component in this frequency564

range matched nicely the auroral oval in the night-side sector, where there was wide ground565

stations coverage. The ≈1.8 mHz wave was observed globally, but with preferential lo-566

cations for the BN and BE components: along the former, we identified the wave well567

below the auroral oval, except in the 10-19 MLT sector where it was close to the equa-568

torward auroral oval border; for the latter, we detected the wave mostly at mid latitude569

in the night-side sector and at low latitude in the 24-12 MLT sector. The ≈2.4 , ≈3.1 ,570

and ≈4.9 mHz manifested along both BN and BE components at mid and high latitudes571

in the 1-4 MLT sector, but we found some evidence also in the afternoon sector. Inter-572

estingly, the ≈2.4 mHz wave occurred along the auroral oval at ≈20-24 MLT along BN573

and at mid latitudes at ≈16-22 MLT along BE . The ≈3.1 mHz wave was evident close574

to the equatorward auroral oval border at ≈13-17 MLT along both BN and BE .575

Table 1. ULF waves frequencies identified at the geostationary orbit and ground observatoriesa

Variable Second SI PDS I PDS II PDS III-IV-V

Wind np (1.5) 2.6 (1.0 2.3)

Bµ 1.6 1.9

GOES8 Bφ 2.3 4.5 2.6 1.9 2.4

Bν 1.6 3.6 2.5∗ 3.0∗ 3.4∗ 2.4

Bµ 1.6 2.4 2.7∗ 2.7 1.9

GOES10 Bφ 4.6 2.7 3.2

Bν 2.7 1.9 3.2

high λ (1.5) 3.7 4.6 2.3 2.6∗ 3.4→3.7∗ 2.6→2.4∗ 3.1→2.9∗

BN mid λ 1.5 2.3 3.4→3.7∗ 2.6→2.4∗ 3.1→2.9∗ 1.8 3.1 4.9

low λ 1.5 3.7∗ 2.6→2.4∗ 2.9∗ 1.8 4.9

high λ 3.7 4.6 2.3 3.4→3.7∗ 2.6→2.4∗ 3.1→2.9∗

BE mid λ (1.5) 2.3 3.4→3.7∗ 2.6→2.4∗ (3.1)→2.9∗ 1.8 2.4

low λ 2.3 3.4→3.7∗ (2.6)→2.4∗ 2.9∗ 1.8

a For each wave mode, we reported the frequency in mHz; ∗frequencies for waves occurring

at the border of the time interval; → indicates a rising/decreasing tone; parenthesis indicate

a lower occurrence of the waves. Values in italics and bold indicate respectively FLR and global modes.
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6 Electron radiation belt response576

We investigated the response of radiation belt electrons at six geostationary satel-577

lites analyzing spin-averaged electron fluxes at energy ranging from 50 keV to 6.0 MeV.578

Figure 14 shows the measurements for the entire interval in analysis. Here, we focus on579

the response to the clear monochromatic solar wind PDSs, namely the 0.18 mHz (≈90 min)580

and the 2.6 mHz (≈6.4 min).581

At all satellites, the sharp variations occurring at the impact of the two interplan-582

etary shocks and the rapid decrease following the substorm onset at 22:08 UT (Ohtani583

& Gjerloev, 2020) prevented a robust spectral analysis for the identification of the 90 min584

periodicity. Therefore, to better follow the periodic fluctuations, we show the filtered Wind585

(LANL) observations (magenta and red lines in Figure 14) in the 0.15–0.25 mHz (≈67–586

111 min) frequency range obtained with a Kaiser window filter of length 293 (487) points587

with stopband gain of −50 dB (Oppenheim et al., 1999). The 1991-080 satellite, closest588

to noon, observed prompt coherent flux enhancements for electron energies ranging from589

50 to 500 keV in response to the 90 min PDS, identified by the vertical dotted lines, with590

similarities even at smaller timescales resembling the waves following the two shocks and591

the PDS I density substructures. Moving away from noon, the modulation were retained592

only at longer time scales and for progressively lower energy. Interestingly, in the post-593

midnight sector (LANL-02A) we observed the 90 min modulation in antiphase with re-594

spect to the solar wind variations for fluxes at energies above 107 keV. This effect was595

observed globally but pertaining a narrower energy range reaching its minimum at noon596

(1991-080) where the modulation was evident for fluxes at energies greater than 1 MeV.597

We repeated the analysis on the electron fluxes observed during the directly driven598

≈2.6 mHz wave. Figure 15 shows the measurements for the interval corresponding to the599

PDS II. The spectral analysis of each energy channel (not shown) revealed the global oc-600

currence of a clear periodicity at 2.6 mHz for energies between 1.09 and 2.7 MeV. The601

same periodicity was identified for lower energies (51-77 and 750–1090 keV channels) in602

the dawn sector at the LANL–02A, LANL–97A, and 1994-084 satellites. Closer to noon,603

at the 1991-080 satellite, we identified waves at 2.9–3.1 mHz for energy channels from604

51 to 1090 keV. A mixture of the two signals resulted in broad power enhancements be-605

tween 2.6 and 3.1 mHz at all satellites for the 2.7–3.5 and 3.5–4.5 MeV channels and for606

the 500–750 keV channel at LANL–02A. Note that these periodicities agree with the two607
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waves at 2.4–2.6 and 2.9–3.1 mHz identified in the magnetic field observations at the geo-608

stationary orbit and ground stations during the interaction with PDS II. In Figure 15609

we show the filtered Wind (LANL) observations (red lines) in the 2.2–3.2 mHz (≈5.2–610

7.6 min) frequency range obtained with a Kaiser window filter of length 23 (37) points611

with stopband gain of −40 dB. In the post-midnight region (LANL–02A) we observed612

a prompt response to the solar wind density fluctuations, especially at higher energies.613

A cross-phase analysis between Wind density and LANL–02A electron fluxes observa-614

tions showed high coherence and a phase difference of −0.86◦ for the 1.8–2.2 MeV chan-615

nel. A progressive increase/decrease of phase difference was observed performing the same616

analysis down to the 750–1090 keV channel (49◦) and up to the 3.5–4.5 MeV channel (−68◦),617

respectively. The cross-phase analysis between consecutive geostationary satellites for618

each energy channel between 1.09 and 2.7 MeV revealed a consistence eastward propa-619

gation of the signal resulting in anti-phase fluxes variation at noon.620

7 Discussion621

A train of PDSs was observed by the Wind spacecraft on November 9-10, 2002. The622

larger structures occurred quasi-periodically every ≈90 minutes which is a characteris-623

tic time scale of plasma release at the helmet streamer as observed in coronagraph im-624

ages (Viall & Vourlidas, 2015) and predicted by recent simulations (Réville et al., 2020).625

According to the WSA model results, the observed solar wind parcel was at first con-626

nected to an active region and a mid-latitude coronal hole before the crossing of a highly627

inclined HCS. The predicted crossing of the HCS aligns well with the observed crossing628

of the HCS providing confidence that our source mapping is correct. At smaller scale,629

we identified clear density fluctuations at ≈2.5–2.7 mHz and broad power enhancements630

centered at ≈1.5 mHz and ≈1.8 mHz. These frequencies are similar to those identified631

in previous statistical in situ studies at 1 AU (Viall et al., 2009). The almost constant632

total pressure of the PDSs associated with the anticorrelation between np and B, as well633

as pT and pB , is a characteristic signature of pressure balance structures (Burlaga & Ogilvie,634

1970; Tu & Marsch, 1994; Bavassano et al., 2004). Signatures of conversion into com-635

pressive structures was observed at the boundary of two adjacent substructures in PDS636

II in which we observed an isolated increase of the total pressure. Even though some in-637

stances of PDSs have been associated with the transit of flux-ropes (Kepko et al., 2016;638

Di Matteo et al., 2019), the minimum variance analysis applied to different portions of639
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this solar wind stream did not reveal any clear signature of flux-rope. On the other hand,640

the PDSs showed some rotation of the magnetic field characterized by the absence of a641

core field, the enhancement of the β value, and many of the density structures were as-642

sociated with changed in nα/np, which is set in the solar atmosphere. These properties643

are similar to ones observed in PDSs closer than 1 AU (Di Matteo et al., 2019) and plas-644

moids predicted by 3–D MHD simulation (Higginson & Lynch, 2018) suggesting that these645

structures are remnant of solar corona processes.646

The spectral analysis of the magnetic field at the geostationary orbit and ground647

revealed that the interaction of the magnetosphere with solar wind periodic density struc-648

tures resulted in a global modulation of the magnetosphere at the longer time scales as-649

sociated with each PDS, as well as ULF waves at discrete frequencies. Table 1 summa-650

rizes our results and give a better insight into the PDSs-magnetosphere interaction pro-651

cess. A visual representation of the magnetosphere response is available in the Support-652

ing Information as a video showing global maps of the ULF waves occurrence at selected653

frequency bands (similar to Figure 8–11) for a 91 minute running window.654

The magnetospheric response to the impact of the two shocks was characterized655

by ULF waves with different spatial distribution and persistence. As an example, the656

comparison of the magnetic field BN component at JAN and MAW in Figure 8a show657

similar fast damped ULF wave after the first SI (C. Wang et al., 2015), but persistent658

wave at different frequencies after the second SI. While the differences in the response659

might be related to the distinct intensity and orientation of the two shocks (Oliveira et660

al., 2020), strong dynamic pressure fluctuations following S2 (absent after S1) might also661

have triggered the waves or have provided additional energy to sustain the oscillations662

for a longer time. The enhanced power up to ≈2 mHz in the dynamic spectrum of the663

solar wind density (Figure 4) and the global occurrence of the wave at ≈1.5–1.6 mHz664

suggest that this mode might be directly driven by the solar wind. For the waves at higher665

frequencies, we identified one at ≈4.6 mHz along the toroidal component at GOES10.666

Di Matteo and Villante (2018) also found waves near the two higher frequencies, 3.7 and667

4.6 mHz identified here.668

To gain more insight into the nature of these fluctuations we used the ground ob-669

servatories to investigate their polarization pattern (see section 2 for details on the anal-670

ysis), shown in Figure 12a. At the position of each station identifying a wave at a spe-671
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cific frequency, in either the BN or BE component, red/blue arrows represent right-/left-672

handed polarization, while black arrows indicate linear polarization. The polarization673

pattern for the wave at ≈1.5 mHz exhibited a polarization reversal across ≈12-15 MLT.674

We found evidence of FLR in the form of amplitude peak and a ≈180◦ phase variation675

(not shown) in the BN component of the ≈3.7 mHz wave at ≈71◦-73◦ in the 17–19 MLT676

sector and ≈4.6 mHz at ≈62◦-69◦ in the 08–10 MLT sector, consistent with the linear677

polarization locations in Figure 12a (Chen & Hasegawa, 1974; Hughes & Southwood, 1976;678

Samson et al., 1991; Piersanti et al., 2012). The three detected waves were associated679

with low azimuthal wave number (Figure 13a) with values typically |m| < 4. These re-680

sults suggest that the ≈1.5 mHz wave was directly driven by the solar wind, while the681

≈3.7 mHz and ≈4.6 mHz waves were likely fast mode resonances, in which the compres-682

sional waves resulted from the interplanetary shock impact and/or the impulsive buf-683

feting from the density structures.684

At the beginning of the PDS I interval we observed waves at ≈2.3 mHz and ≈3.4 mHz.685

The wave at ≈2.3 mHz occurred: (i) along the compressional component at GOES10 (≈11:30686

MLT) and along the BE component in the dayside sector at ground below the auroral687

zone; (ii) along the toroidal component at GOES8 (≈15:30 MLT) and the BN compo-688

nent along and below the auroral zone respectively in the dayside and nightside sector.689

This might result from the change in polarization of an Alfvénic mode as a function of690

MLT (Kabin et al., 2007). In fact, for observations at ground stations close to the foot-691

point of the magnetic field line passing through the GOES satellites (Figure 12b), the692

polarization analysis revealed the change of the azimuthal wave angle from east-west di-693

rection to north-south across ≈13-14 MLT. The waves occurred after the arrival of a strong694

IMF discontinuity, which might have generated a transient ion foreshock phenomenon695

that in turn could have triggered the Pc5 waves (Hartinger et al., 2014; B. Wang et al.,696

2020). In the second half of the PDS I interval, the increase of the waves frequency (see697

Table 1) occurred in correspondence with a np enhancement suggesting a possible role698

of the magnetosphere compression (Takahashi & Ukhorskiy, 2007; Murphy et al., 2015).699

Examining the polarization pattern (Figure 12b) we found polarization reversal across700

≈13-14 MLT for both wave modes. From the analysis of latitudinal arrays, we found ev-701

idence of FLR (not shown) for the ≈2.6 mHz wave at ≈64◦-66◦ in the 19-21 MLT sec-702

tor, consistent with the position of linear polarization in Figure 12c. For the other waves703

and MLT sector with linear polarization profile at high latitude, the FLR signatures were704
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not clearly present, often with phase reversal not centered with amplitude peaks or as-705

sociated with two power peaks in the ≈60◦-75◦ latitudinal range. The azimuthal wave706

number for the detected waves in the first and second half of the interval (Figure 13b-707

c) showed low values, |m| < 4. However, note that in the night-side the error bars reached708

values of |m| ∼ 10. Interestingly, following the impact of the interplanetary magnetic709

field discontinuity there was signature of westward and eastward propagation of the ≈2.3 mHz710

wave respectively before and after ≈13 MLT with m ∼ −2 and m ∼ 2, suggesting that711

the wave originated in this sector.712

Right after the beginning of the PDS II interval, the ≈2.6 mHz wave persisted, while713

the ≈3.7 mHz one rapidly disappeared and was later replaced by a wave at ≈3.1 mHz.714

The corresponding polarization pattern in Figure 12d and the azimuthal wave numbers715

in Figure 13d were similar to the previous time interval with no clear signatures of FLR.716

Regarding the azimuthal wave number, we observed signatures of westward propagation717

of the ≈2.6 mHz with m ∼ −3 before ≈14 MLT. At the impact of the solar wind par-718

cel showing clear ≈2.6 mHz fluctuations, the polarization pattern of the two wave modes719

(Figure 12e) changed manifesting two longitudinal profiles of linear polarization in the720

13-17 MLT sector respectively at λ ≈60◦-66◦ and λ ≈73◦-77◦. The azimuthal wave num-721

ber (Figure 13e) for the ≈2.6 mHz became closer to null values at all MLT, reflecting the722

global nature of the wave. The analysis of the magnetic field fluctuations along latitu-723

dinal arrays in this sector revealed two peaks in amplitude, each within the two latitude724

ranges, confined by ≈180◦ phase variation at both sides (not shown). The second peak725

at lower latitude might be related to a second resonance possibly related to a local back-726

ground plasma density enhancement (Nielsen & Allan, 1983). The appearance of mul-727

tiple amplitude peak associated with polarization reversal and the mixture with FLRs728

is also compatible with MHD surface eigenmodes resulting from the magnetosphere com-729

pression due to the interaction with the PDSs (Nenovski et al., 2007; Nenovski, 2021).730

During the PDSs III-IV-V interval, also characterized by substorm activity, we iden-731

tified waves at four frequencies, namely ≈1.8 , ≈2.4 , ≈3.1 , and ≈4.9 mHz. While the wave732

at ≈1.8 mHz showed a more global character and was related to similar fluctuations in733

the solar wind density, the waves at higher frequency were more localized. The narrow734

azimuthal extent of these waves was confirmed by observations at the geostationary or-735

bit with the ≈2.4 mHz wave detected along Bφ and Bν only at GOES8 located at ≈20736

MLT and the ≈3.2 mHz wave detected along the same magnetic field components only737
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at GOES10 located at ≈16 MLT. Note that at GOES8 the wave activity was clear with738

large amplitude fluctuations along the toroidal component suggesting that the satellite739

was moving through a FLR, and the ground observations in the same MLT sectors ob-740

served the expected amplitude peak and 180◦ phase variation at λ ≈67◦-70◦ (not shown).741

The same analysis for the ≈3.1 mHz wave revealed FLR signatures at λ ≈60◦-62◦ in the742

14-17 MLT sector. This is also consistent with the polarization pattern in Figure 12f show-743

ing linear polarization at the same latitudes and MLT sectors. The azimuthal wave num-744

ber (Figure 13f) showed values close to zero for the wave at ≈1.8 mHz reflecting its global745

nature. For the waves at higher frequency we observed large m values in the post-midnight746

sector reaching a value of m ∼ −10. In the dayside sector, there were no station pairs747

satisfying our criteria suggesting the possible high m values for these waves and their748

relation to drift or drift-bounce resonance with injected energetic particles resulting from749

the substorm activity. However, note that the waves azimuthal and latitudinal structure750

might be also related to the underlying magnetosphere plasma distribution rather than751

to the generation mechanism, as this can determine dawn/dusk asymmetry (Archer &752

Plaschke, 2015) and regulate the wave penetration into the inner magnetosphere (Degeling753

et al., 2018).754

The role of the PDSs in the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction is also related755

to prompt coherent modulation of energetic particles (Tan et al., 2011; Kepko & Viall,756

2019). The PDSs period falls within and extends beyond the Pc5 band determining com-757

pressional ULF waves which are known to be important for energetic particle acceler-758

ation, loss, and transport, particularly in the outer radiation belts (Zhou et al., 2015; Liu759

et al., 2016; Mann et al., 2016; Ozeke et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). For the event in760

analysis, the prompt response to the 90 min PDSs I and II at low energy in the noon re-761

gion might result from the energization of lower energy electron population. The global762

antiphase response of electron fluxes at higher energy instead suggest the movement of763

particle boundaries at lower L-shells as the magnetosphere was compressed by solar wind764

PDSs. During the interaction with PDS II, the 6.4 min (≈2.6 mHz) density sub-structures765

determined a prompt in phase response of electron fluxes in the post-midnight region at766

LANL–02A for the 51–77 keV following the substorm onset at 22:08 UT (vertical blue767

line in Figure 15). Modulation of electron fluxes at energies up to tens of keV might have768

been a consequence of Chorus (whistler mode) and electron cyclotron harmonic waves769

modulated by ULF wave (Zhang et al., 2019). For fluxes at higher energy, the in phase770
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response for fluctuations in the 1.8–2.2 MeV channel and the increasing/decreasing phase771

change in the adjacent energy channels might be the result of drift resonance (Zhou et772

al., 2015). As a consequence the anti-phase fluxes variation at noon might be the results773

of electrons drifting eastward from the post-midnight region. This is also suggested by774

the first dip in fluxes observed progressively from LANL–02A to LANL–01A. However,775

in the noon and dusk regions there was no clear increasing/decreasing phase change in776

the adjacent energy channels. On one hand, analysis of ground magnetometer observa-777

tions in this region revealed an additional wave at 3.1 mHz. This compressional wave might778

present an azimuthal gradient introducing influence by the mirror effect which can also779

result in an anti-phase response for electron fluxes over a broad energy range (Liu et al.,780

2016). On the other hand, we might have different radial gradient of the phase space den-781

sity profile influencing high energy electrons drift resonant interaction especially in the782

aftermath of an interplanetary shock (Hartinger et al., 2020).783

8 Summary and conclusions784

On November 9-10, 2002, the Wind spacecraft observed PDSs with periodicities785

ranging from several minutes to ≈90 minutes. These PDSs impacted the magnetosphere786

resulting in a number of different dynamics in the magnetosphere, including the direct787

driving in the ULF waves, FLRs, and local changes in radiation belt particle flux. The788

pressure balance nature of these structures together with the corresponding enhancements789

of the β value and nα/np suggest they were formed through solar corona processes, con-790

sistent with previous work (Viall & Vourlidas, 2015; Kepko et al., 2016; Di Matteo et791

al., 2019). Using the WSA model, we identified the source of this solar wind stream as792

an active region and a mid-latitude coronal hole close to a highly inclined HCS. This is793

the first time that the solar source region of PDSs have been robustly identified for an794

event in which they drove magnetospheric dynamics.795

The magnetospheric response to the PDSs in terms of ULF waves revealed a com-796

bined occurrence of directly driven and triggered wave modes:797

(i) The longer fluctuations, corresponding to frequencies lower than ≈1 mHz, resulted798

from a forced breathing process. The resultant magnetic field variations at geo-799

stationary orbit, simulated as a series of equilibrium states of the magnetosphere800

with the T04 model, reproduced the fluctuations in the dayside sector well.801
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(ii) At higher frequencies, we observed globally with ground magnetometers four wave802

modes: the ≈1.5 mHz after the second SI; the ≈2.3 mHz during the PDS I; the ≈2.6 mHz803

during the PDS II; and the ≈1.8 mHz during the PDSs III-IV-V. The fluctuations804

at ≈2.6 mHz was the only one clearly identified in the dynamic spectrum of the805

solar wind density and indeed it manifested in the magnetic field at the geosta-806

tionary orbit and everywhere at ground, consistent with a forced breathing mode.807

The ≈1.5 mHz and ≈1.8 mHz were also related to the solar wind density, whose808

dynamic spectrum showed strong enhancements at similar frequencies. The ≈2.3 mHz809

wave showed sign of propagation away from 13-14 MLT and followed the arrival810

of an interplanetary magnetic field discontinuity, which marked the boundary of811

the first PDS, suggesting the role of ion foreshock phenomena in the triggering of812

this wave (Hartinger et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; B. Wang et al., 2020).813

(iii) The other waves at higher frequency, &2 mHz, were mostly localized to mid and814

high latitude ground observatories in the post-noon MLT sector, in some cases con-815

firmed with observations at the geostationary orbit and associated with FLR. The816

occurrence at high latitude from afternoon to postmidnight is consistent with re-817

cent analysis of Pc5 wave in observations from Super Dual Auroral Radar Net-818

work (Shi et al., 2018; Norouzi-Sedeh et al., 2015). Waves showing right-/left-handed819

polarization before/after the ≈13-14 MLT sector are consistent with an anti-sunward820

propagating disturbances whose origin lies in the solar wind (Hughes, 1994). This821

also manifested in the corresponding low azimuthal wave number, that was either822

close to zero or exhibited slightly negative/positive values before/after 13-14 MLT.823

The ULF waves in the afternoon sector showed fewer signatures of FLRs, but when824

identified they might result from the impulsive buffeting from the solar wind and/or825

waveguide mode weakly coupled with FLR (Rostoker & Sullivan, 1987; Fenrich826

et al., 1995; Chisham & Orr, 1997; Ziesolleck & McDiarmid, 1995; Mann & Wright,827

1999) or drif/drift–bounce resonance process (Glassmeier et al., 1999; Yeoman et828

al., 2010; James et al., 2013). Note that the wave’s azimuthal and latitudinal struc-829

ture might be also related to the underlying magnetosphere plasma distribution830

(Archer & Plaschke, 2015; Degeling et al., 2018).831

In this case study, we have also shown that while dynamic pressure variations at832

long time scales (.1 mHz) directly drove ULF waves at similar frequencies, they influ-833

enced the properties of waves at higher frequency, but not their occurrence (Hartinger834
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et al., 2014). Therefore, we might have intervals with simultaneous global and localized835

ULF waves which can be important in determining the energy exchange with radiation836

belt electrons in an extended energy range (Hao et al., 2020). Observations of the elec-837

tron particle fluxes at the geostationary orbit from six LANL satellites, covering differ-838

ent LT sector and a wide energy range, manifested prompt modulations from the 90 min839

PDSs as a possible result of local energization at low energies in the noon sector and move-840

ment of particle boundaries at high energies. The electron flux modulation resulting from841

the solar wind driven 2.6 mHz ULF wave show possible signatures of Chorus (whistler842

mode) and electron cyclotron harmonic waves modulation in the post-midnight region843

at low energies and drift resonance at high energies.844

The structure of ULF waves in the Pc5 frequency range play a fundamental role845

in the dynamic of radiation belts (Mann et al., 2016; Ozeke et al., 2018), supplying rel-846

ativistic electrons due to radial diffusion, adiabatic acceleration, drift and drift-bounce847

resonance acceleration (Schulz & Lanzerotti, 1974; Mathie & Mann, 2001; Yeoman & Wright,848

2001; Elkington et al., 1999, 2003; Ozeke & Mann, 2008; Degeling et al., 2008; Regi et849

al., 2015; Elkington & Sarris, 2016; Zong et al., 2017; D. N. Baker et al., 2018). Espe-850

cially in the resonant interaction, the distinction between the discrete and broad-band851

nature of the waves is fundamental (Murphy et al., 2020). Previous studies on this sub-852

ject were limited by the spectral analysis procedures that often were restricted to the853

selection of the most relevant peak in the power spectrum, possibly within a set of dis-854

crete ULF waves. This becomes even more critical if the spectral analysis procedure is855

unable to resolve broad power spectrum enhancements due to discrete waves at close fre-856

quencies (Di Matteo & Villante, 2017). In this regard, with this case study we showed857

that our new methodology constitutes a promising tool for a detailed investigation of the858

discrete ULF waves properties and preferential location.859
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Figure 1. Solar wind parameters between 15:00 on November 9, 2002, and 04:00 UT on

November 10, 2002, observed by WIND. From the top: proton and alpha number density; alpha

to proton ratio; velocity; interplanetary magnetic field intensity and direction in GSM coordi-

nates; thermal, magnetic, and total pressure; plasma β; comparison of the solar wind dynamic

pressure with the sym-H index; AE index. Both the sym–H and AE index are shifted back in

time by ≈27 minutes. The transit of two subsequent interplanetary shocks is marked by the red

dashed lines. The black dashed lines delimit the time interval in which we identify ≈90 minutes

periodic density structures delimited by the black dotted lines. The green dashed line marks the

beginning of the transit through the heliospheric current sheet.
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Figure 2. WSA model output for CR 1995-1996 (29 October - 24 November, 2002) de-

rived from ADAPT-KPVT input photospheric field maps. White (a) or red (b,c) tick-marks

label the sub-satellite points, representing the back-projection of Wind’s location at 5 R� with

dates labeled above in red. (a) WSA-derived open field at 1 R� with model-derived solar wind

speed in color scale. The field polarity at the photosphere is indicated by the light/dark (posi-

tive/negative) gray contours. Black lines show the magnetic connectivity between the projection

of Wind’s location at 5 R� and solar wind source region at 1 R�. (b) Synchronic ADAPT-KPVT

photospheric field for 10 Nov. 2002 20:00:00 UTC, which reflects the timestamp of the last mag-

netogram assimilated into this map. (c) WSA-derived coronal field at 5 R�. Yellow contour

marks the model-derived HCS, where the overall coronal field changes sign.
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Figure 3. GOES8 (left panels) and GOES10 (right panels). The black lines show the mag-

netospheric field Hp (upper panels), He (middle panels) and Hn (lower panels) components at

the geostationary orbit as observed by GOES8 (left panels) and GOES10 (right panels). The red

and the blue lines show respectively the magnetic field predictions by the T04 model based on

WIND observations, as obtained considering only the magnetopause current and all the currents

systems. The contribution of the IGRF field has been removed. The vertical lines are the same as

in Figure 1, shifted by 25 min forward with respect to the Wind observations.
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Figure 4. Spectral analysis of the solar wind proton density (panel a) and dynamic pressure

(panel b) as measured by WIND. From the top we show the time series, the dynamic spectrum,

the estimated continuous background spectrum, and their ratio named γ statistic. The horizontal

red lines delimit the frequency range free from higher rates of false positives, while the vertical

lines are the same as in Figure 1. The red dots in the bottom panel identify the time and the

center frequency of the power enhancements above the 90% confidence threshold (γ test). Within

these intervals, the green dots mark the portions simultaneously passing the F test.
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Figure 5. Dynamic power spectra of the magnetospheric field components in the MFA coor-

dinate system at GOES8, as in Figure 4. From the left, the compressional (Bµ), toroidal (Bφ),

and poloidal (Bν) component. The vertical lines are the ones in Figure 1 shifted of 25 minutes

forward.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, with the magnetospheric field components in the MFA coordi-

nate system at GOES10.
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Figure 7. The percentage of ground observatories in which we identified a wave at a spe-

cific frequency according to the γ and the γ+F test. From the top, the occurrence rate for high,

mid, and low latitude stations respectively for the BN (panel a−c) and the BE (panel d−f)

components. The horizontal red lines delimit the frequency range free from higher rates of false

positives, while the vertical lines are the ones in Figure 1 shifted of 27 minutes forward.
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Figure 8. Panel a, stackplot of the BN (black) and BE (red) component time series for five

latitudinal ground observatories arrays. Panel b, for a ≈91 min time interval centered at ≈19:52

UT on November 9, 2002, global maps of the integrated power spectrum on ≈0.54 mHz frequency

intervals centered at ≈1.5, ≈3.7, and ≈4.6 mHz, for the BN (left) and BE (right) components. At

the locations of the ground observatories used for the analysis (grey dots), white and black dots

indicate the identification of a wave with the γ and γ+F test, respectively, within 10 minute from

the map time. The dashed lines represent the auroral oval boundaries.
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Figure 9. Same as Figure 8 with global maps of the integrated power spectrum for a time

interval centered at ≈20:30 UT and frequency intervals centered at ≈2.3, and ≈3.4 mHz (panel

b). Panel c, the same as panel b for an interval centered at ≈21:20 UT and frequency intervals

centered at ≈2.6, and ≈3.7 mHz.
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 with global maps of the integrated power spectrum for a time

interval centered at ≈21:50 UT and frequency intervals centered at ≈2.6, and ≈3.7 mHz (panel

b). Panel c, the same as panel b for an interval centered at ≈22:35 UT and centered at the same

frequency intervals.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 8 with global maps of the integrated power spectrum for a time

interval centered at ≈01:03 UT on November 10, 2002, and frequency intervals centered at ≈1.8,

≈2.4, ≈3.1, and ≈4.9 mHz.
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Figure 12. Polarization analysis for ground observatories in the north hemisphere (λ >30◦)

detecting a wave in the same frequency and time intervals used in Figure 8 (panel a), Figure 9

(panel b-c), Figure 10 (panel d-e), Figure 11 (panel f). At the location of each ground obser-

vatory, when the degree of polarization is greater than 0.8, the arrows indicate the direction of

the major axis of the polarization ellipse. Red, blue and black arrows represent right-handed,

left-handed, and linear polarization, respectively. The red and blue circle represent the footpoint

of the magnetic field line passing respectively through GOES8 and GOES10 using the T04 model.

The dashed lines represent the auroral oval boundaries.
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Figure 13. Azimuthal wave number estimated from ground observatories pairs detecting a

wave in the same frequency and time intervals used in Figure 8 (panel a), Figure 9 (panel b-c),

Figure 10 (panel d-e), Figure 11 (panel f). Black and red indicate estimates obtained respectively

from the BN component, for stations at λ <60◦, and BE component, for stations at λ <70◦.
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Figure 14. One-minute electron particle flux data at the geostationary orbit for 15 differential

energy channels from six LANL satellites compared with the solar wind proton density (top pan-

els) for the entire time interval in analysis. Magenta and red lines show the observation filtered

in the 0.15–0.25 mHz frequency range. The vertical lines identify amplitude peaks for the 90 min

PDSs. The blue vertical line identifies the substorm onset at 22:08 UT.
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Figure 15. The same as Figure 14 from 21:50 UT to 23:20 UT on November 9 with data

filtered in the 2.2–3.2 mHz frequency range. Vertical lines indicate the amplitude peaks for the

6.4 min PDSs. The blue vertical line identifies the substorm onset at 22:08 UT.
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Introduction

The magnetic field response at ground was investigated using 181 ground observatories

from the SuperMAG collaboration (Gjerloev, 2012). Information about the stations used

in our analysis are in Table S1. We apply our spectral analysis procedure (Di Matteo et

al., 2020) to the the north-south (BN) and east-west (BE) magnetic field component at

each observatory to reveal the occurrence of ULF waves at discrete frequencies. The movie

S1 shows an overview of the results from 17:09 UT on November 9, 2002, to 01:30 UT on

November 10, 2002. The analysis is performed for a running 91-minute interval with 3-

minute steps. The parameters for the spectral analysis are the ones described in the main

text. The maps are qualitative representation of the global power distribution obtained

interpolating on a regular grid (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989) the integrated power spectrum

over five frequency ranges: (I) ≈1.3–2.1 mHz; (II) ≈2.2–2.8 mHz; (III) ≈2.9–3.3 mHz; (IV)

≈3.4–3.9 mHz; (V) ≈4.4–5.1 mHz. We indicate the occurrence of a discrete ULF waves

with white/black dots at the location of the ground observatory. Note that in dark blue

regions of the maps (i.e., very low values of integrated power), short isolated identifications

are more likely to results from the selection of false positives.
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Table S1. List of geomagnetic observatories. From the left: IAGA code, station name,

chain name, geographic latitude and longitude, magnetic latitude and longitude.

Movie S1. Top left: sym-H and AE indices compared with the solar wind dynamic

pressure shifted forward of 27 minute. The vertical lines are the same of Figure 7. The

green patch indicates the running 91–minute time interval over which we apply our spec-

tral analysis. Panel I–V, global maps of the integrated power spectrum for the BN (left)

and BE (right) components in five frequency ranges, namely: (I) ≈1.3–2.1 mHz; (II)

≈2.2–2.8 mHz; (III) ≈2.9–3.3 mHz; (IV) ≈3.4–3.9 mHz; (V) ≈4.4–5.1 mHz. At the loca-

tions of the ground observatories used for the analysis (grey dots), white and black dots

indicate the identification of a wave with the γ and γ+F test, respectively, within 10

minute from the map time. The dashed lines represent the auroral oval boundaries.
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